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 432 THE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY

 THE STRENGTH OF'THE CHIMPANZEE
 AND ORANG

 By JOHN E. BAUMAN
 ALLENTOWN, PA.

 HE writer had so often noticed that, while all authorities on
 the anthropoid apes judged them to be greatly the superior

 of the human being in strength, no exact tests of their streng,th
 were cited, so that it seemed to him that even a few definite strength
 tests would be of interest and value.

 Accordingly he made an attempt to obtain such tests by the
 use of a dynamometer used for testing the back and leg strengths
 of college students for anthropometric records.

 The difficulty in getting the apes to make a fair test of their
 strength was found to be great. In the first place, the apes showed
 fear of the glisten of the metal of the apparatus which deterred
 them till they got used to the latter and found it harmless. In the
 second place, after the anthropoids had thus got used to the ap-
 paratus they quickly lost interest in it.

 There thus proved to be but a few hours' interval in which
 tests of any value could be obtained. By attaching ropes to the
 apparatus, there was no difficulty in getting the apes to pull, but
 they would pull cautiously to see if the apparatus was loose, and
 when they found it firm they would stop pulling long before their
 maximum effort had been reached. Endeavors to tempt the apes
 into a maximum pull by having a man hold the rope, with the idea
 that the anthropoids would try to pull it out of his hand, did not
 accomplish what was desired, since the apes let go, or at least ceased
 pulling strongly, as soon as the man loosed his hold on the rope.
 The apes likewise had a tendency to try and jerk the rope instead
 of making a strong smooth pull. These jerks looked vigorous, but
 the dial of the recording device showed records of only one hundred
 to two hundred pounds.

 Ui- expected good fortune, however, attended the first trial with
 "Sister Suzie" Suzette, a highly trained adult female chimpanzee
 who formerly was a circus attraction, being a good bicycle rider
 and an adept at roller skating. She has recently attracted some
 notice because of her being the only chimpanzee to have had two
 "children" born to her while in captivity, Boma being the father.
 Both of these infants died within a few weeks.
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 \Rt ith arms shaven for state performances before her entry into the New
 York Zoological Fark.

 Vol. XVI.-28.
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 The increasing treacherousn-ess and mnealnness of Suzette's dis-
 positioln was the factor that finally conmpelled her ownier to retire
 her from circus life and place her in the New York Zoological
 Park, where the strength tests in question were made.

 It is in-terestinig to observe that it was Suzette 's tricky anLd
 malicious dispositioll which eaused the first test with her to be a
 complete success. As the writer had just finished fastening the
 chain that held the opposite end of the apparatus firmly to the
 steel framiie several feet in froint of the cage, Suzette, evidenitly
 fancying that she had the hanidlers of the apparatus at a disadvanl-
 tage and could pull it to pieces, sprangy at the rope and, bracingZ
 both feet against the bars, pulled back with both hands upon the
 rope, making a pull oni the latter that recorded 1,260 pounds upon
 the dial of the recordingcy device.

 The viciousness of this pull was something remarkable, and in

 strong contrast to the half-hearted attempts of the oraug tested
 just before this, as well as of Suzette's own-i subsequenit attempts
 after she had learned that she could not tear the apparatus loose
 or smash it. Everything about the mialnner of the pull, as well as
 the set of the museles of the ape's bodv ancd face, inidicated a pull
 of naximumli intenlsity. After the first pull Suzette refused to
 really exert herself, although she imade one two-hand pull of 580
 pounds without appearing to lmlake a noticeable effort. She also
 made a number of jerks and moderate pulls ranginl fromn one hun-
 dred to two and three hundred pounds.

 A point of interest in interpreting Suzette's greatest effort lies
 in the fact that she had both legs considerably bent at the knee, so
 that a muiscular effort, to keep them from bending farther, of 1,260
 pounds mlust have been made duLring the miaximum of the pull. It
 has often beeni estimated that from the waist down the chimpanzee
 is hardly suLperior to the hiumani being. Accordingc to the tape-
 measure, this would seemn to be true, but the recording device tells
 another story. To the fingers the anthropoid's thigh museles feel
 if anything firmer thani the back museles.

 An average college student of Suzette's weight, 135 pounds, can
 puLll in an approximately similar position and mnanner but 332
 pouands, while onie ou-t of every hundred students can thus pull 500
 pouLnds. Therefore Suzette's superiority on tlhe basis of weiCht is
 in the ratio of imore than three to one, while it would be an excep-
 tional college student of any weight whose record she could not
 easily double.

 Judging fromn appearaniees, the strength of the arms and
 shoulders of Suzette must be still more superior to that of the
 human beingu thlan is that of her back and legs. She made a few
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 approximately one hundred pound pulls, or rather jerks, with her

 teeth on the rope, and the writer hoped to get some data on the

 strength of her massive leck, but she would not make a fair test;

 in fact, had she tried she would almost certainly h-ave cuLt the rope
 to pieces with the grip of her teeth.

 No tests of any kind could be made upon Fanny, ar-other female

 chimpanzee, for she refused to have anything to do with the

 apparatus.

 Boma, said to be the largest chimpanzee at present in captivity

 and whose weight is estimated at 165 pounds, is such a splendid

 specimen of museular development that it was disappoiinting iot to

 be able to coax him into a two-handed pull by hook or crook.

 A good one-hand pull which certainly closely approached his

 maximum was seeured. During this pull the ape braced both feet

 on the floor of the cage and held on to a door leading into the next

 cage with his left hand while he pulled back upon the rope with his
 right as hard as he could, all his bodily and facial museles testify-

 ing to the effort being made, although the sharp viciousness of

 Suzette's maximum effort was not in evidence in the manner of

 making the pull.

 The recording device showed a pull of 847 pounds. After this

 tremendous pull, the ape made a 640 pound right hand pull with-

 out showing a very noticeable effort, and later several pulls rang,ing

 fromn 4050 pounds to 200 pounds, wiThich seemed quite easy for h-im.

 After this he lost interest and would make no further pulls. (In

 connection with the above the question suggests itself, what could a

 450 pound gorilla do?)

 It is worthy of note that in all his pulls except the lighte.t, Boma

 used the right hand in preference to the left. Under ordiiiary Cir-

 cumstances the wiTriter has observed that, although to a certain
 extent ambidextrous, both the orangs and the chimpanzees when

 they wish to make an exceptional effort use the right hand in

 preference to the left.

 It would be interesting to learn whether an adult male chim-

 panzee or orang could tear the scalp by seizing a human being by

 the hair as depicted in Edgar Allan Poe's imaginary account in the
 "Murders in the Rue Morgue." The writer always in the past

 regarded this feat as a grotesquely impossible figmenlt of Poe 's

 imagination, but aln eight huimdred poulnd pull is certaiiily a pretty

 stronc one and it is possible that under such a straiTh the scalp
 mioht tear.

 No results could be obtained with a younc female orang,

 "Windy," and only tw o 140 pound one-hand pulls from the young
 95 pound male orang "Dempsey," a result which ino orne wvho like
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 the writer has tried to puill a strap out of Dempsey's clutch and

 been hauled up against the bars by his slender sinewy arms will

 believe is his maximum strength of pull. In this connection it is

 worthy of note that the strength the orang and chimpanzee can

 exert is far greater thaii their girth of muscle or the latter's firm-

 ness would lead one to expect.

 Only one attempt at hand grip tests was successful, and this

 recorded 64 kilos for Dempsey's right hand and several following

 attempts of 55, 35 and 25 kilos, respectively. Sixty-five kilos would

 be equal to that of a fairly strong mzan and may approach Demp-

 sey's maximum, although the writer from his experience of Demp-

 sey's clutch on his own w7rist is inclined to believe this sinewy, lov-

 able little orang could do better than 65 kilos on occasion. Boma's

 hand is so broad and mighty that his power of grip must be some-

 thing tremendous, but no way of making a test was evident, since
 even if he could have been induced to hold the hand-grip dynamo-

 meter properly, Boma would even in a light effort unquestionably
 have surpassed the capacity of the apparatus, whose maximum

 reading is 100 kilos, the dial being graduated according to the

 metric system.

 In closing this account, the writer wishes to take this opportu-

 nity to heartily thank the director of the New York Zoological Park,
 Dr. W. T. Hornaday, the veterinary of the Garden, Dr. W. Reid

 Blair, and the keepers of the primate house, Messrs. Palmer and

 Rawlinson, for their kindness in making possible the above tests and

 their invaluable aid in carrying them out.

 Also hearty thanks are due to the authorities of Muhlenberg

 College for the loan of the pull test apparatus, and to those of

 Lehigh University, the second Alma Mater of the writer, for the
 loan of the hand-grip dynanometer used in the foregoing tests.

 The writer would like to suggest that if any one desires to make

 further investigations in strength tests, the best results will in his

 opinion be secured with specially conistructed apparatus which will
 have a dull finish so as not to remind the apes of the glisten of a
 revolver, of which latter they are ludcicrously afraid. Such ap-

 paratus, to secure the best results, should have a powerful steel

 spring which can hold the ape 's greatest possible pull and yet give
 just enough to make the anthropoid think that something is yield-

 ing and that it is worth while for him to pull to the limit of his
 capacity because it feels as thougLh something might tear if he
 only pulls hard enough.

 Further, large-sized rings like the well-known "flying rings"

 of the gymnasium or even larger woould be apt to prove a very

 much better means of securing a maximum two-hand pull than
 the wooden handle, which the writer was forced to discard because
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 of its getting twisted up mn the bars by, the apes not holding it
 properly or than the simple looped rope on w^hich he later relied.

 The recording apparatus had better be conicealed from the
 anthropoid 's view, silnce it often seriouisly distracts his attention
 from the pull. The rope to wvhich the ringc is attached should be
 just long einough for the ape to stand behinid the bars and brace
 against them with his feet; if it be longer than this he either lacks
 purchase or pulls sidewvavs with loss of power where the rope benids
 arouniid the bar.

 A hand-grip dyiamometer should be a simple oval rintg, with
 the reeording device boxed in under cover of glass or celluloid,
 ancd a chain attached to one side of the ring, so that when the ape
 clutches the latter firmly to prevent the testers from pullingv it oLut
 of his haind by the attached chain, the exact position of the rin(r
 in his hanid will be immaterial ancd he cani niot tamper with the
 recording device.
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